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ABSTRACT
Optimized Power Converters for Electrically 
Augmented On-Orbit Propulsion Systems
by
Lee M. Olyniec
Dr. Yahia Baghzouz, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Advances in satellite thruster technology have produced the requirement for 
high power electrical supplies to operate electrically augmented on-orbit 
propulsion systems. The power on board satellites is greatly limited by the solar 
panels that collect energy and the batteries that store the energy. In addition, 
satellites are constantly using power to operated their mission equipment and 
handle the communication requirements.
This thesis investigates the power systems of modern satellites and the 
addition of an on-orbit electrically augmented propulsion system. The research 
process involves determining the system specifications, the power available and 
the thruster requirements. After determining the requirements, the 
implementation of the electrically augmented on-orbit propulsion system is 
characterized in terms of efficiency and potential electromagnetic compatibility. 
Several circuits are evaluated with the aid of PSP ICE circuit simulation software 
and the results of the evaluation criteria for each circuit are presented.
in
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Satellites in orbit require precise control of their altitude and attitude in order 
to perform their mission. This control is provided by on-orbit thrusters which can 
be used for station keeping, directing sensors, relocation to a different orbit, and 
de-orbiting the satellite for a re-entry into earth’s atmosphere once the mission is 
complete.
The onboard thruster systems and fuel used to make these adjustments add 
weight to the satellite which increases the cost of placing the satellite in orbit. The 
fuel may constitute up to 20% of the total satellite weight. In addition, most 
satellites will exhaust their fuel supply before their other components begin to fail. 
Measures taken to increase the efficiency of the propulsion system will minimize 
fuel use and increase a satellite’s lifespan [11].
There are a variety of propulsion system technologies available to the satellite 
designer. The most basic systems are reliable but do not produce a large amount 
of thrust for a given amount of fuel used. The term Specific Impulse, is a 
measure of the performance level of an engine or propellant The higher the 
specific impulse of the thruster -  the more efficient is it. A satellite equipped with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2thrusters obtaining a high specific impulse can stay in orbit longer with the same 
amount of fuel or carry less fuel which saves on the overall system weight.
The most basic thruster uses a cold gas such a nitrogen expelled at a high 
velocity. Although simple to implement, this type of thruster has a lower specific 
impulse than most other system. A greater specific impulse can be obtained with 
a bi-propellant thruster. In this case, different gases are mixed together and the 
chemical reaction between them creates the high velocity exhaust. The specific 
impulse from a bi-propellant thruster is approximately five to six times greater 
than the nitrogen cold-gas system [11J. The disadvantage of such a system is the 
complexity in design and implementation and the increased chance of failure with 
additional components.
A thruster’s performance is improved by increasing the velocity of the gasses 
from the nozzle. By adding energy in the nozzle chamber, the specific impulse of 
a currently developed thruster can be increased. The most common method of 
adding this energy is with electrical augmentation, either with heater elements or 
with arc discharge units [13].
Electrical augmentation techniques increase the specific impulse of a non­
augmented thruster of the same design but not without some drawbacks. Both 
the heater element and arc discharge unit in the nozzle require high voltage 
electricity. The satellite power bus may not be at a high enough voltage to 
operate such systems. To obtain the required voltage, an additional power 
conversion system is required which adds weight and complexity to the design. If
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3designed properly, however, the higher specific impulse of the augmented 
thruster outweighs the disadvantages of the additional power sub-system [8], 
Most aerospace power systems use DC voltages, therefore DC-DC power 
converters are required to provide the various levels of DC voltages needed for 
different loads [4]. To realize the advantage of an electrically augmented system, 
the power converters needs to have certain characteristics. Efficiency is a 
primary concern. Power onboard a satellite is limited so a voltage converter 
should operate without excessive losses. Thermal control in a satellite is also a 
concern since operating in the vacuum of space can lead to dangerous thermal 
‘hot-spots’. A unit with high efficiency will have less heat to dissipate during 
operation. The final concern with voltage converters is the electromagnetic 
energy they generate. Most circuits of this type accomplish their conversion by 
pulsing the voltages at various frequencies. This cycling of voltages and the 
resulting currents create electromagnetic radiation that can interfere with other 
electrical systems such as control and communication circuits.
This thesis describes the design of an electrically augmented thruster system 
and the considerations for the voltage converter circuit. In addition, multiple 
circuits will be designed and simulated using the PSPICE software package. The 
design process for these circuits is explained and each one is evaluated for use 
in an electrically augmented thruster system.
The research shows the techniques that make a more efficient circuit also 
produce the most potential electromagnetic interference. In addition, when 
considering circuit robustness, the more efficient circuits require more
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4components which is less desirable from a system reliability standpoint. The 
most simple circuits seems to have an overall advantage, however they have 
gain limitations that must be considered in the design.
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CHAPTER 2
SATELLITE PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
This chapter will discuss the satellite on-orbit propulsion systems. In addition, 
different methods that augment a thruster and increase its efficiency are 
compared. Finally, the power requirements and additional equipment to support 
such augmentation systems are considered.
2.1 Satellite On-orbit Propulsion Systems 
Satellites use on-orbit propulsion systems to keep their orbit and orientation 
within the operating limits. There are a variety of propulsion systems that can be 
used on a satellite. Some systems have greater thrust and are used for large 
changes in orbits while some systems have lower thrust that is sufficient for 
attitude control or small position changes known as station keeping. In any case, 
the thrusters require fuel to operate and the fuel is weight added to the satellite. 
An efficient propulsion system will require less fuel to be carried on board and the 
weight savings will result in a lower cost to place the satellite into orbit.
The efficiency of a propulsion system is measured by its specific impulse. A 
thruster with a high specific impulse will produce more thrust for a given amount 
of fuel than one with a lower specific impulse. Or conversely, the thruster with the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6higher specific impulse will use less fuel for the same amount of performance 
than the one with the lower specific impulse. Therefore higher specific impulse 
engines result in better efficiency.
2.2 Electrical Augmentation to Thrusters 
Thruster technology common to satellite applications use cold gas expansion 
or chemical reactions to produce a high velocity exhaust. One way to increase 
the exhaust velocity of these systems is to apply additional heat to the gasses in 
the combustion chamber. This heat can be added electrically with either a 
heating coil or an arc-discharge unit.
A heater coil in the combustion chamber is one of the simplest ways to 
electrically augment a propulsion system [14]. A DC current is passed though a 
resistive coil which causes it to warm up and heat the exhaust gasses. This type 
of system is usually referred to as a resistojet. It has the advantage of being a 
simple design that is easy to control. The resistojet can also work effectively with 
a variety of propellants including inert gasses and it has a relatively low cost [11]. 
Some of the disadvantages are the heat losses that occur in the combustion 
chamber and the efficiency loss associated with the indirect heating of the gas. 
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of a typical resistojet.
An arc-discharge unit can also be placed in the combustion chamber to heat 
the exhaust gasses and increase their output velocity. This system works by 
creating a high-voltage arc of several hundred volts in the combustion chamber 
that directly heats the gasses and is also known as an arcjet. The arcjet
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Nozzle
Electrical Power
Heater CoilPropellant
Figure 2.1; Typical Resistojet System
produces higher thrust than the resistojet but requires a more complex control 
and power conditioning unit. Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of a typical arcjet.
Continuous ArcCathode
Nozzle
Electrical Power
Propellant
‘Anode
Figure 2.2: Typical Arcjet System
2.3 Voltage Conversion Requirement 
The resistojet and arcjet propulsion systems require high voltages to operate. 
Most satellite electrical systems operate at lower voltages than the electrically 
augmented systems require. Therefore, a converter circuit must be included in 
the satellite design. A satellite's main electrical bus is normally a DC terminal and 
the resistojet and arcjet systems are also DC. The circuit required will be a DC- 
DC boost converter to raise the voltage to the operational level of the thruster.
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8Due to the additional complexity, weight, and power losses that are associated 
with power conversion equipment, the relationship of the thruster and power 
conditioning equipment must receive additional attention during the design phase 
of the system [13], Electrical filtering must be sufficient to limit current and 
voltage ripple which is generated by the switching frequency of the converter. 
These frequencies generate unwanted electromagnetic interference (EMI) that 
can be harmful to other circuits [3]. A block diagram a typical satellite electrical 
system is shown in figure 2.3.
Batteries
Solar Cells
DC-DC ConverterCharge
Controller
Sub-systems
Electrical
Augmentation
Figure 2.3: Satellite Electrical System
During normal operations, the solar cells provide electricity to operate the 
equipment and charge the batteries. When the satellite is in the earth's shadow 
or the power requirements exceed the capabilities of the solar cells, the batteries 
supply the needed power. Over time, a standard ‘universal’ power supply of 28 
VDC has been developed as the main power bus voltage [9]. Although there are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9some systems that operate at different voltages, the 28 volts Is a result of a 
military standard and the fact that much of the communications equipment had 
already been designed under those guidelines.
The electrical augmentation systems for thrusters can require voltages from 
around one hundred to several hundred volts [13]. The DC-DC converter boosts 
the main bus voltage to the levels required by the thruster system.
For this study, only the resistojet thruster augmentation system will be 
considered. The resistojet system requirements for a typical communication 
satellite are used in this thesis to guide the development and analysis of the 
circuit model. The input voltage to the augmented system is required to be 96 
VDC and the total input power will be 1.8 kW [6]. Using these parameters, a 
system will be designed to operated the resistojet and be analyzed for efficiency 
and electrical system interoperability.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF A DC-DC CONVERTER FOR USE IN THE 
RESISTOJET PROPULSION SYSTEM 
This chapter will discuss the basics of DC-DC converter operation. In addition, 
modification of DC-DC converters will be covered for optimization of design 
parameters. Finally, a DC-DC converter circuit will be designed and optimized for 
use in the satellite resistojet propulsion system.
3.1 The Need for a DC-DC Boost Converter 
DC-DC power converters are used to produce a regulated output voltage that 
has a different magnitude than the input voltage. If the converter is used to lower 
in input voltage, it is called a buck converter. Circuits that raise the output voltage 
higher than the input voltage are called boost converters. The satellite resistojet 
for this design requires 96 VDC to operate and the satellite main power bus is 
operated at 28 VDC, therefore a boost converter is required. A typical satellite 
power bus structure is shown in figure 3.1.
10
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28 VDC Bus
96 VDC Bus
Resistojet
Solar Cells
Charge Controller
28V DC Batteries
DC-DC Boost Converter
Electrical Sub-systems
- Communications
- Guidance Controls
Figure 3.1: Satellite Power Bus Structure
3.2 Basic DC-DC Boost Converter Operation 
To produce a high voltage, a relatively large amount of time is spent building 
up energy in an inductor and a very short amount of time is spent discharging the 
energy rapidly at high potential [10]. The boost converter operates by 'chopping' 
the input voltage with a switch. This chopping action creates two modes of 
operation for the circuit. The first mode occurs when the switch is closed and the 
input voltage source sends current through an inductor. As the current increases, 
the magnetic field in the inductor increases resulting in a large amount of stored 
energy. Figure 3.2 illustrates the inductor charging in the circuit.
The second mode occurs when the switch is opened and the energy from the 
inductor is dissipated through the load. This sudden discharge of the inductor's 
magnetic field creates a high voltage across the load. This voltage appears as a 
higher ‘boosted’ voltage. Figure 3.3 shows the circuit configuration during the 
inductor discharge cycle.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Inductor Charging
RIoad
Figure 3.2: Inductor Charging Phase of the Boost Converter
01
Inductor Discharging
RIoadVbus
Figure 3.3: Inductor Discharging Phase of the Boost Converter
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To simulate the circuit on PSPICE software, the switch function is realized by 
placing a voltage switch that is controlled by a voltage pulse source. The voltage 
switch thresholds are set for the switch to be closed when the voltage input is 
above 0.9 volts and open when the input is below 0.1 volts. The voltage pulse 
delivered is either 0.0 or 1.0 volts. The PSPICE model of the circuit is shown in 
figure 3.4.
Vpulse f j ^
PER=.00r ^
PW=.0015
Figure 3.4: Basic PSPICE Model of DC-DC Boost Circuit
The voltage gain of the circuit is controlled by the switch duty cycle which is 
defined as the ratio of the time the switch is on (charging the inductor) versus 
the total time cycle of the switch (time on + time off) and is described in equation 
(3-1).
D  = (3-1)
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The voltage gain is related to the duty cycle D by equation (3-2) [15].
V  1 
Gain =  ^  =  — i—
K . \ - D
(3-2)
This voltage gain from equation (3-2) only specifies the peak voltage to input 
voltage ratio during the inductor discharge cycle. The voltage across the load 
during the inductor charging cycle is zero.
To illustrate, figure 3.5 shows the output of a voltage waveform from a DC-DC 
boost converter operating at a duty cycle of 0.75, input voltage of 10 VDC, 
inductance of 100 mH, and load resistance of 10 ohms. The top trace shows the 
voltage controlling the switch (solid line) and the inductor current (dashed line).
1 .OVt -  4.0A1
0.5  V  3.9A-
T— I " T I i ti i I i / I ,i / 1 / 1/ I ! l / k L ' i
s. : / f ( 1 / \ i\ 1 / \ X
! / 1 /
I " I / I \1 A 1 I / I \1 I% r f \ /  : f— r 1^ ... ..11A \ / »c fl i 1/ 11
' 1 1 ' ! i r
Q  a V(S1:1) C3 » l(U )  
40V,
30V
SEL>
ZOVT
! !
I
300m 302m
V V(Rload:l)
304m 306m 308m
Time
Figure 3.5: DC-DC Boost Circuit Output
i I
310m
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Although this basic DC-DC converter creates a peak voltage gain, the 
average (or DC) value is equal that of the input. Furthermore, the resulting output 
voltage is very noisy and generates many frequencies that can radiate into 
nearby circuits. Large voltage discontinuities are not desired in areas that may be 
sensitive to electromagnetic interference (EMI) from such unwanted signals.
3.3 Improving the Output of the Converter 
One way to reduce to voltage jumps and raise the average value in the output 
is to place a capacitor across the load. The capacitor smoothes the output 
voltage by storing energy during the inductor discharge cycle and released the 
energy to the load while the inductor is recharging its magnetic field. Also, in an 
actual circuit, the inductor elements have a copper winding resistance. Adding 
this resistance in series with the ideal inductor improves the accuracy of the 
model. Figure 3.6 shows the improved circuit.
lOOmH
Vbus—
10VDC-I- Vpulse^
PER=.002
PW=.0015
RIoad300uF
Figure 3.6: Improved DC-DC Boost Circuit
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Figure 3.7 shows the output voltage and inductor current of the improved 
circuit with a 300 uF capacitor across the load. The output voltage is no longer a 
discontinuous square wave as shown in figure 3.5. The voltage trace now 
resembles a sawtooth pattern however, the peak voltage is around 18.5 volts -  
much lower than the predicted 40 volts from the first circuit but with an average 
value of 14.5 V which is 45% higher than the input voltage. The gain equation 
that worked for the original circuit no longer accurately predicts the output of the 
modified boost converter. Equation (3-2) fails to take into account the effect of 
the resistance of the inductor and the effect of the capacitor.
3.4 Refined Analvsis of the DC-DC Converter 
Accurately calculating the proper duty cycle for the required voltage gain is 
necessary to continue the analysis and avoid an iterative trial and error 
approach. Equation (3-2) suggests that an infinite peak voltage gain could be
I.OVt ,  5.95a -
0.5 V-
OV-t
5.9QA-
»
5.85A-
. - J - (_ 1 L
.V
\
t -
V '-X '-/1 w \
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- - I j t k-
% /
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Figure 3.7: Improved DC-DC Boost Circuit Output
310ns
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obtained with a duty cycle approaching unity. For example, a duty cycle of 0.999 
would produce a voltage gain of 999. Actual circuits show that this is not the 
case so a better understanding of the true operation of the DC-DC boost 
converter must be found.
There are two basic circuit analysis principles used to find the steady state 
voltage and current waveforms in the DC-DC converter. The first is the principle 
of inductor volt-second balance. This states that the average value of voltage 
applied across an ideal inductor winding must be zero. The second principle is 
capacitor amp-second or charge balance. This states the average current that 
flows through an ideal capacitor must be zero for a DC-DC circuit in steady state 
[5]. Therefore, during steady-state operation of the DC-DC converter, the 
average of the inductor current and capacitor voltage over one switching period 
must be zero.
During circuit operations, the inductor currents and capacitor voltages contain 
a DC level plus an AC component called the ripple. This ripple voltage and 
current is at the switching frequency of the converter. An acceptable level for the 
ripple voltage of the capacitor is around 1 % of the DC output voltage. For 
inductor currents, the switching current ripple is around 10% to 20% of the DC 
current [5]. These levels are considered small compared to the DC components 
and can be ignored, thus simplifying the equations with the concept of small 
ripple approximation.
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Figure 3.8 shows a DC-DC boost converter with the non-ideal inductor and its 
corresponding resistance Rl- The objective is to find the equation for the DC 
output voltage V across the load resistance R.
RL
‘c (0
V(f)
Figure 3.8: DC-DC Boost Converter with Non-Ideal Inductor
When the switch is in position 1, the voltage across the inductor is given by 
equation (3-3).
(3-3)
Simplifying with small ripple approximation, the inductor current /^(r) can be 
replaced with its DC component/£. resulting in equation (3-4).
The AC voltage across the capacitor is given by equation (3-5)
(3-4)
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^c(0 = -Vo„f(0/^ (3-5)
And simplifies with small ripple approximation to equation (3-6)
ic(t) = -V^^JR (3-6)
When the switch changes to position 2, the inductor is now positioned between 
the input and output voltages. The inductor voltage is now
^dt) = V ,„- i,m L -^ o u X t)  (3-7)
which simplifies to
(3-8)
In addition, the capacitor current becomes 
which simplifies to
4 (0  = 4
(3-9)
(3-10)
Figure 3.9 (a) illustrates the waveforms of the inductor voltage and figure 3.9 (b) 
shows the capacitor current.
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DT;
Figure 3.9 (a): Approximate Inductor Voltage 
of the Non-Ideal DC-DC Boost Converter
DT.
Figure 3.9 (b); Approximate Capacitor Current 
of the Non-Ideal DC-DC Boost Converter
When the boost converter operates In the steady-state mode, the average 
value of the voltage of the inductor must equal zero. Equation (3-11 ) is obtained 
by adjusting the values of the voltages by the duty cycle time, adding them 
together, and setting the sum equal to zero.
(3-11)
The average of the currents for the capacitor must also be equal to zero over 
one complete cycle. Similar to the inductor voltages, the capacitor currents are
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adjusted by the percentage of time they are in each phase, added together and 
set to equal zero in equation (3-12).
0 = D + (1-D ) l — SUL
R
(3-12)
Equation (3-13) Is obtained by combining equations (3-11) And (3-12) And 
solving for Fo„,:
out _
V..
I
(1 -D ) l + -
(3-13)
Figure 3.10 illustrate the effect of the inductor resistance on the voltage gain of a 
DC-DC boost converter. The gain is plotted as a functions of duty cycle D for 
various ratios of RJR.
Ç
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Figure 3.10: Gain Versus Duty Cycle for Various Ratios of RJR
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The satellite resistojet propulsion system requires 1.8 kW of power delivered 
at 96 VDC. With these parameters, it is determined that the resistance of the 
heater coil is 5.16 ohms. With the resistance of the inductor winding set at 0.1 
ohms, the ratio of the inductor winding resistance to the load resistance (R/RJ is 
0.019. Figure 3.10 shows the line for a R/Rl of 0.02 having a maximum voltage 
gain possible of around 3.5. For a gain from 28 V to 96 V a gain of 3.45 is 
required. The circuit makes that limit using a duty cycle of 0.815 however, it can 
be seen from figure 3.10 that any increase in the inductor coil resistance will 
lower the maximum gain possible and may decrease the gain below the system 
requirement.
3.5 Capacitor Selection for the Resistoiet Converter 
The next step in the design is to determine how large the capacitor needs to 
be for the required power output and output voltage ripple. This analysis is done 
using energy conversion techniques. Equation (3-14) shows the energy stored in 
a capacitor
= (3-14)
2
where C is the value of the capacitor in farads, Kur is the output voltage and fV is 
the energy in joules.
During the time period when the inductor is being charged, the capacitor must 
provide the required power to the load. For the initial design, a switching 
frequency of 50 Hz is used. This frequency results in a period of 0.02 seconds.
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For a duty cycle of 0.815, the pulse width will be 16.3 ms. The resistojet heater 
requires 1.8 kW and the time the capacitor must provide this power is 16.3 ms.
To calculate the energy required, we multiply the power by the time which results 
in 29.34 Wsec. Since 1 Wsec is equal to 1 joule, this energy converts to 29.34 
joules.
The 29.34 joules is the difference in the capacitor energy from the beginning 
of the discharge cycle to the end of the discharge cycle. Equation (3-15) shows 
the difference in the energies stored in the capacitor during this period.
(3-15)
Where and Kurjow correspond to the voltage across the capacitor at the 
beginning and at the end of the discharge cycle. The value of the required 
capacitor can be determined from equation (3-16)
^ ^ _ 2 A £ _ ----- (3-16)
V- ~ vout.ht oucjow
It is desired to have a ripple voltage of less than +/-1.0 volt to minimize the EMI 
effects. In the 96 VDC system, this gives Va„tM at 97 V and Vouuow at 95 V.
C =  *  ; =0.1528 = l53mF@ 100 V9 7 2 -9 5 2  ^
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3.6 Inductor Selection for the Resistoiet Converter 
The next step in the design is to determine how large the inductor needs to be 
for the required power output and input current ripple. Equation (3-17) Shows the 
energy stored in an inductor
W = -U '^  (3-17)9
where L is the value of the inductor in henrys, Kis the current and W is the 
energy in joules.
During the time period when the inductor is being discharged, the inductor is 
providing energy to the heater coil and the capacitor. The heater still requires its 
1.8 kW over this 3.7 ms period which equates to 6.66 Ws. The energy 
recharging the capacitor is 29.34 Wsec as determined in the last section. Adding 
these two values results in a requirement of 36 Wsec for this portion of the cycle. 
Since the switch is open for 3.7 ms, the overall requirement is for 9.73 kW. Since 
the energy is provided at an average of 96 volts, the average amperage is 101 
amps.
In steady state, the average amps out of the inductor is the same as the amps 
into the inductor. With the inductor value, we can control the amount of ripple in 
the input current. Equation (3-18) Show the difference in the energies stored in 
the inductor between the charging and discharging period.
A r  = i i / ^ - i i / L  (3-18)
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Where lu and correspond to the maximum and minimum energy stored in the 
inductor during the cycle. After rearranging the equations, the value of the 
inductor can be determined from equation (3-19)
L =  (3-19)
We will choose a current ripple of +/- 5 amps for this analysis. The energy in this 
portion is 36 Ws which equates to 36 joules. For the 101 amp system average, 
this gives h, at 106 amps and ho at 96 amps. The required inductance for our 
desired current ripple is now:
L  =  _ ^  o =  36 mH
1 0 6 - -9 6 =
3.7 Improved PSPICE Circuit Results 
In order to simulate the resistojet circuit in PSPICE, the circuit shown in figure 
3.6 is modified with the system parameters. The input voltage is 28 VDC, LI 
inductance is 36 mH, Rl is 0.1 ohms, the switching period is 0.02 sec and the 
pulse width is 0.0163 sec. On the output side, the load resistance is 5.16 ohms 
and C l is 153 mF. The voltage across the heater coil is shown in figure 3.11 
while the current is shown in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11; Improved PSPICE Circuit Voltage Output
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Figure 3.12: Improved PSPICE Circuit Inductor Current
3.8 Efficiencv of the DC-DC Boost Circuit 
Power onboard a satellite is limited, therefore maximizing efficiency is critical 
with any of the electrical sub-systems. DC-DC converters experience losses in 
the resistive components of the circuitry and in the switching devices. For a
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portion of the switching time, the energy from the power source is spent 
recharging the inductor coil’s magnetic field. The resistance of the inductor 
dissipates heat during the charging portion which for our circuit is 81 % of the 
time. The inductor coil resistance again causes losses during the magnetic field 
discharge portion of the cycle, however during this time, the inductor is delivering 
power to the load and capacitor.
Power loss can be reduced by minimizing the inductor coil resistance, which 
also increases the maximum potential gain of the circuit as shown in figure 3.10. 
or by reducing the duty cycle which lowers the power loss during the inductor 
charging phase. Efficiency of the boost converter circuit is equal to;
f y  % 
out
'R
( % )
(3-20)
The current in the load is given by
[ i - o y l4- &
{ X - D f R }
(3-21)
Substituting equation (3-13) and (3-21) into (3-20) produces equation (3-22) [5].
77 = (3-22)
14- &
{ l - D f R
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Equation (3-22) Is plotted for various ratios of RJR in figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Efficiency Verses Duty Cycle for a Non-Ideal 
Boost Converter at Various Values of RJR
For the design of the resistojet DC-DC converter operating at D=0.815 and 
Rl/R=0.019, the efficiency is determined to be 64.3%. This can also be seen by 
comparing the input and output power from the PSPICE model. Figure 3.14 
shows the input and output power on the top trace and the efficiency on the 
bottom trace. Notice that the values on the lower plot average around the 0.64 
line which is near the calculated estimate of 0.634.
3.9 Electromagnetic Interference from Converter Operations 
A by-product of this chopping effect is the variations of current and voltages on 
the supply and load side of the circuit which are called ripple voltages and ripple 
currents. These ripple components have the same frequency of the switching 
circuit and even some higher frequency components due to harmonics. The
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frequencies are radiated into nearby circuits and can cause interference with 
their operations.
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Figure 3.14: Power In, Power Out, and Efficiency of the DC-DC
Boost Circuit
The electromagnetic frequencies produced by the circuit can be found by 
completing a fast-fourier transform (FFT) of the voltage output across the heater 
coil. This transform take the time domain of the output and produces a frequency 
domain output. A FFT of the output voltage is shown in figure 3.15.
As expected, the frequency with the greatest amplitude is on the primary 
switching frequency of 50 Hz with additional harmonics generated at integer 
multiples of the fundamental frequency.
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Figure 3.15; Frequency Domain of the Output Voltage
3.10 Limitations on Selection of Capacitor and Inductor Values 
It is reasonable to assume that the ripple values of the load voltage and power 
bus current can be minimized with increased values of the capacitor and 
inductor. The lower ripple values would have lower electromagnetic emissions 
and therefore be more compatible with the sensitive electronic circuitry nearby 
the converter. One of the challenges of the larger value components would be 
the larger size and weight they would compose. Recall that weight and size are 
parameters that need to be minimized for satellite operations.
In addition to the physical aspects, the circuit takes a finite amount of time to 
build up the energy in the inductor and capacitor. In the original circuit with the 
153 mF capacitor and 36 mH inductor, the time for the circuit to stabilize at the 
specified operating voltage of 96 VDC was approximately 2.5 seconds. The 
voltage output this circuit is shown in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16; Voltage Output of Original Boost Circuit Showing Buildup Time
For the new circuit, the designated parameters are Vout of 96 +/- 0.1 VDC and 
1l of 101 +/- 1 Amp. The 96 volts comes from the original system specification for 
the resistojet and the 101 Amps was determined in section 3.6. When these 
parameters are used to build the circuit, the value of the capacitor becomes 1528 
mF compared to the original value of 153 mF. The new value of the inductor is 
178 mH compared to the 36 mH of the original circuit. When the circuit is 
simulated in PSPICE, the time for the circuit to stabilize is almost 20 seconds as 
shown in figure 3.17. Circuit stabilization time might be a critical parameter that 
needs to be considered during design of the circuit.
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Figure 3.17: Voltage Output of New Circuit Showing Increase in Buildup Time.
The new circuit has the advantage that the frequency levels for the output 
voltage have been dramatically reduced as shown in figure 3.18. This will reduce 
the EMI effects from the converter.
5 .0  VI
1 o v
10m
1 Om
0.6KHZOHz 
a VtRheater:!)
0.2K H Z 0.8  KHz I.OKHz
Frequency
Figure 3.18: Frequency Domain of the Converter with the 
Reduced Output Ripple Voltage
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3.11 Effect of Frequency on DC-DC Boost Output 
The DC-DC boost converter so far has used a frequency of 50 Hz to chop the 
current. As determined in sections 3.5 and 3.6 the frequency has a direct effect 
on the value of the components chosen for the desired ripple parameters. 
Increasing the frequency has several advantages. Based on the component 
calculations, a higher frequency will result in lower required values of the inductor 
and capacitor which translates into weight and space savings on the satellite [2]. 
In addition, the circuit has a faster settling time which may be a system 
requirement. A disadvantage of a higher frequency is the additional radiated 
electromagnetic energy at higher frequencies. Additional shielding will be needed 
to compensate for the increase in the radiated frequencies. Table 3.1 shows the 
values for the DC-DC boost circuit operated at 500 Hz.
CaDacitor discharaina Inductor charainq
Time Duration 0.37 ms 1.63 sec
Power required I.Skw 1.8kw
Energy Required 0.002934 kWsec 
8.15e-7kWh 
2.934 Joules
0.00066 6kWsec + 
0.002934 kWsec =
.0036 kWsec = 3.6 Joules
Component size 15.2 mF 3.6 mH
Table 3.1: Calculation of the New Values Based on the Frequency Increase
for the Converter
Increasing the frequency by a factor of 10 has reduced the component values by 
a factor of 10. The voltage output of the new circuit is shown in figure 3.19 and 
the frequency domain in figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.19; Output of the DC-DC Boost Converter Designed for 500 Hz
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Figure 3.20: Frequency Domain of Voltage Output of DC-DC Boost 
Converter Designed at 500 Hz
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CHAPTER 4
ALTERNATIVE TOPOLOGIES FOR DC-DC CONVERTER 
FOR IMPROVED OPERATIONS 
This chapter will discuss the limitations of individual circuit components in DC- 
DC converters and their effect on the circuit operation. In addition, alternative 
topologies will be discussed that compensate for these limitations. Finally, a 
circuit utilizing an alternative topology will be analyzed for use in the resistojet 
DC-DC converter requirement.
4.1 Limitations of the Semiconductors 
It was seen from the previous chapter that it is desirable for a DC-DC 
converter to have a very high switching frequency in order to minimize the size of 
the capacitor and inductor. In addition, the higher frequencies resulted in a 
shorter stabilization time for the circuit. These advantages however, only applied 
to the PSPICE circuit we simulated which did not have realistically modeled 
semiconductor devices. In PSPICE, switches are modeled with a small 
resistance when on and a large resistance when off [17].
In reality, the semiconductors have serious limitations when operated at high 
frequencies such as those used in a DC-DC converter. The switch in an actual
35
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circuit would be implemented with a transistor, normally either a BJT or 
MOSFET. The diode and transistor in an actual circuit cannot turn on and off 
instantaneously. Instead, there is a recovery time associated with these devices 
that characterizes the currents and voltages during the transition. The currents 
and voltages during this time are very high which lead to high instantaneous 
power losses [5].
4.2 Limitations in the Diode 
In the DC-DC boost circuit, the diode is used to keep the energy in the 
capacitor from flowing back into the inductor. When the voltage across the diode 
is such that the device conducts current, it is considered forward biased. This 
occurs when the inductor is discharging and the voltage from the inductor to the 
load resistance is positive. When the switch in the circuit turns on, the inductor 
begins to recharge, the voltage across the capacitor is now higher than the 
voltage on the inductor side of the diode. At this time, the diode turns off and is 
considered reverse biased. Ideally, the switching action of the diode would occur 
instantaneously with a clean cutoff. In reality, the change from conducting to 
blocking current is affected by the characteristics of semiconductor devices. In 
the diodes, there are junction capacitances which cause the switch to operate 
with an inductive turn-off and capacitive tum-on [15]. When the switch turns off 
with an inductive load, the large change in current over time creates a high 
voltage spike. Also, when the device turns on, the energy stored in the junction 
capacitance must be dissipated before operation can continue.
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When a diode is abruptly reverse-biased, it does not start blocking current 
immediately. Figure 4.1 shows the voltage and current when a diode is quickly 
reverse biased. After the initial current I? is reversed, the diode passes a large 
amount of reverse current for a short time. The current overshoot is followed by a 
voltage overshoot which later settles out to the applied reverse voltage, V r . The 
time that the current overshoot takes to settle out is called the reverse recover 
time, tn-. [15].
V r
Figure 4.1 : Voltage and Currents in a Diode During Voltage Reversal.
These large current and voltage reversals can cause unwanted electromagnetic 
interference and power losses in the circuit. The voltage spike creates 
frequencies and harmonics that can send electromagnetic interference into 
nearby circuits. In addition, the large current spikes create power losses within 
the diode and the power absorbed by the semiconductor creates stresses that 
can reduce its lifespan.
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4.3 Limitations of the Switch 
The switch in the DC-DC converter is created with a semiconductor switch, 
normally at BJT or MOSFET transistor. This switch has the same limitations and 
problems as the diode due the to the semiconductor junctions. The simultaneous 
large currents and voltages can cause a transistor to function outside its safe 
operating area (SOA). The SOA for typical power MOSFET is shown in figure 4.2 
and it shows the stress conditions the device can function without failure [12]. 
Overlayed on the SOA chart are the current/voltage paths taken by typical hard 
and soft switching circuits. With soft switching, the switch operates well within the 
SOA and the reliability of the converter is increased since the components are 
less stressed [1].
Current Limits
Temperature
Limits
I d
t=0.1mshard switchingon
t=lms
/t=contmuous
SAFE OPERATING AREA
soft switching
V ds
Figure 4.2: Safe Operating Area of a Semiconductor Switch with 
Hard and Soft Switching Paths
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4.4 Resonant DC-DC Converters 
The disadvantages of the semiconductor devices in DC-DC converters reduce 
the advantages of operating these circuits at high frequencies. One way around 
these limitations is to choose devices that have high performance within the 
parameters required such as power and voltage handling capacity and very short 
recovery times. By design, however, those devices that excel in one area are 
normally not satisfactory in another area. For example, transistors that can 
handle the high voltages are not the same ones that can handle the high currents 
or have a short recovery time [15].
The resonant switch DC-DC converter has a circuit topology that creates a 
sinusoidal waveform across the switch. By operating the switch at appropriate 
times in the waveforms cycle, the voltage or current across the switch is reduced 
which reduces the large voltage and current spikes during switching operations. 
This shaping of the waveform is also referred to as a soft-switching technique. To 
successfully use high frequencies in DC-DC circuits, soft switching techniques 
must be used [7].
There are two main type of methods for soft switching circuits, one creates a 
Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) condition and the other creates a Zero Current 
Switching (ZCS) condition. Each of these circuits use a combination of 
components such as capacitors and inductors to create a resonant circuit across 
the semiconductor switch. With a proper selection of resonant frequency of the 
new circuit, the stresses on the switch can be greatly reduced [16].
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4.5 ZCS Circuit Topology 
When a switch turns off, energy from stray inductances in a circuit create a 
short, large current spike. Reducing the current in the circuit when the switch 
opens lowers the current spike which reduces stress on the semiconductor 
switch. The objective of the ZCS circuit is to change the normally square wave of 
current through the switch into a sinusoidal waveform. By designing the ZCS 
circuit with a resonant frequency that correlates to the switch on time, the current 
across the switch will cycle and return to zero at the same time the switch is 
turned off.
The ZCS circuit is simply an inductor placed in series with the switch and a 
capacitor in parallel with the switch as shown in figure 4.3. Capacitor and 
inductor size are chosen to create a resonant frequency with a period equal to 
the time when the switch is turned on. When the switch is closed, the oscillation 
of the current starts. As the current completes a single cycle of oscillation, the 
switch is turned off and the ZCS condition is achieved. Figure 4.4 shows the 
current across the switch for the circuit in figure 4.3. The square wave on the top 
graph of figure 4.4 shows the control of the switch where 1 volt commands the 
switch on and zero volts turns it off. The ZCS circuit is seen to shape the current 
when the switch in on so that the current returns to zero when the switch is 
turned off. The current for this circuit is normally 1.5 to 2.0 amps as seen in the 
top graph of figure 4.4, however notice that the current in the switch portion 
reaches up to positive eleven amps and negative 8 amps. This additional current
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needs to be considered for when choosing the semiconductor switch and Its 
current ratings.
D1N914
Vbus - =
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Figure 4.3: DC-DC Boost Circuit with Additional ZCS Capability
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Figure 4.4: Waveforms o f Current Through Inductor and 
Switch from Circuit In Figure 4.3
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4.6 ZCS Resistoiet Circuit 
The new resistojet circuit will operate at a switching frequency of 10 kHz. With 
this frequency, the duty cycle of 0.815 corresponds to a switch on time 81.5 
usee. The frequency of the LC circuit needs to have a period that equals the time 
the switch is on. The resonant frequency of a circuit is given by equation (4-1).
f r » s  -
I
~7t yj L^ „C„
(4-1)
The ZCS circuit topology is implemented with a capacitor value of 12.97 uF and 
an inductor with a value of 12.97 uH. These values create a resonant frequency 
of 12.27 kHz which has a period of 81.5 usee. This period corresponds to the 
time when the switch is turned on based on the operating frequency and duty 
cycle. The new circuit is shown in figure 4.5. The current and voltage across the 
switch is shown on figure 4.6.
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SOOuH 01N914
Vbus Vpulse RIoad
5.16
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PW= 0000815
Figure 4.5: Resistojet DC-DC Converter with ZCS Circuit
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Figure 4.6: Switch Current, Switch Voltage, and Output Voltage of 
Converter with ZCS Circuit
The current starts a sinusoidal trace when the switch turns on. The voltage 
across the switch starts lags the current by 90 degrees and returns its original 
value just as the switch turns off. Unlike the previous example, the current is not 
at zero when the switch turns off. Even though the period of the resonant 
frequency and switch time were matched, the large amount of current flowing 
through inductor L1 has offset the current through the switch.
In the resistojet circuit, the expected current through L1 averaged 101 amps 
and the expected voltage out is 96 VDC. The current in the ZCS circuit can be 
determined by dividing the voltage across the capacitor by the impedance of the 
LC circuit. The impedance of the ZCS portion of the circuit is given by equation 
(4-2).
(4-2)
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With the inductor equal to 12.97 uH and the capacitor equal to 12.97 uF, the 
impedance is equal to 1. Since the starting voltage across the capacitor is 
expected to be 96 VDC, the predicted current across the switch would be 96 
Amps zero to peak or 192 amps peak to peak. If the circuit current is actually 101 
amps and the ZCS current will only drop by 96 amps, the zero current condition 
will never be reached.
By examining the actual circuit output, one can see that the voltage output is 
only 91 volts and the average current through inductor LI is 88 amps. This 
shows that the amperage in the switch will change by 91 amps with an offset of 
88  amps or a maximum of 179 amps and minimum o f-3  amps. It is clear that 
this circuit will not take advantage of the ZCS function and will not meet the 
power requirements for the resistojet.
In order to make the ZCS function work in this circuit, the amperage in the 
switch portion of the circuit needs to be dramatically increased to help it achieve 
better symmetry around zero. The current can be increased by lowering the 
impedance with the inductor and capacitor values. Referencing equation (4-2) it 
can be seen that a lower impedance is obtained with capacitor values greater 
than the inductor values. The inductor and capacitor still need to resonate at a 
frequency that corresponds to the switch period.
By changing the capacitor to 33.8 uF and the inductor to 5 uH, an impedance 
of 0.38 ohms is obtained. With the circuit producing 96 VDC output, the current 
through the resonating ZCS circuit is 250 amps zero to peak or 500 amps peak 
to peak. The current and voltage of the ZCS circuit are show in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7; Switch Current and Switch Voltage of Converter with
Improved ZCS Circuit
The high currents associated with this converter topology require larger, 
heavier components which will add weight to the circuit. In addition, although the 
ZCS switching will reduce losses in the semiconductor switch, the large currents 
will have greater losses elsewhere in the circuit from the resistances it will 
encounter. Based on the disadvantages, this method of improving the circuit is 
not suited for use in the resistojet converter and further exploration of the ZVS 
technique is required.
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4.7 ZVS Circuit Topology 
The ZVS circuit is designed to relieve the switching stresses across the 
MOSFET switch in the circuit. These stresses occur when the switch is turned on 
with a large voltage difference between the terminals. The power losses that 
occur when the switch is turned on are reduced with a ZVS circuit.
A ZVS circuit is implemented in the DC-DC boost circuit with an LC tank 
composed of an inductor and capacitor. This additional circuit is designed to 
create a sinusoidal waveform on the grounded side of the switch when the 
switch's contacts are opened. By timing the voltage waveform properly, the 
switch can be turned on when the voltage difference across the terminals is zero. 
This creates the ZVS condition which alleviates the capacitate turn-on stresses in 
the MOSFET and reduces the losses.
The resonant frequency of the LC tank circuit is determined by the time period 
that the switch is turned off. The voltage oscillates in the LC circuit and it reached 
a peak level when the switch is turned on. It is assumed that the oscillations will 
start at zero volts. If the circuit is allowed to make a complete cycle, the voltage 
will return to zero and this would not satisfy our ZVS condition. Instead, the 
period for the LC circuit needs to be 125% of the switch off period to allow the 
switching to take place after 270 degrees of the ZVS oscillation.
Figure 4.8 shows the topology for a DC-DC Boost circuit with a ZVS circuit 
addition. The ZVS portion is the LC circuit in series with the switch. Figure 4.9 
shows the oscillating voltage in the LC circuit and highlights the ZVS condition
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when the switch is turned on. Notice that the voltage of the ZVS circuit matches 
the voltage on the positive side of the switch at the moment the switch turns on.
01
D1N914
SI
Vbus Cl
Vpulse
Lres
Figure 4.8: Typical DC-DC Boost Circuit with ZVS Capability
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Figure 4.9: Ideal DC-DC Boost Circuit with ZVS Capability 
Showing Sinusoidal Waveform of the Voltage on the LC Tank 
Side and Diode Side of the Switch
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4.8 ZVS Resistoiet Circuit 
The resistojet circuit operating at a switching frequency of 10 kHz has a 
period of 0.1 msec. The time that the switch is off will determine the resonant 
frequency of the LC circuit. The duty cycle of 0.815 corresponds to a switch off 
time of 18.5 usee. Since we only need 270 degrees the cycle, this period is 
multiplied by 1.25 to get 23.125 usee. Using equation (4-1), the values of 3.68 uF 
for the capacitor and 3.68 uH for the inductor are initially used. Figure 4.10 
shows the resistojet circuit with the ZVS addition. The output of the circuit 
showing the ZVS circuit function is in figure 4.11.
RL
Wv-
0.1
D3
500uH D1N914
Vbus - I -  Rheater
5.15Vpulse
Lres Cres
3.88uH 3.68uF
Figure 4.10: Resistojet DC-DC Boost Circuit with ZVS Circuit Installed
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Figure 4.11 ; Output of Resistojet DC-DC Boost Circuit from Figure 4.10.
When the circuit is simulated, the results are not what we would expect. In the 
output of the ideal circuit of figure 4.9, the voltage didn't oscillate after the switch 
was turned back on as seen in figure 4.11. This oscillation interferes with the 
timing of the ZVS portion of the waveform. Normally, the voltage of the LC circuit 
would smoothly meet the high voltage on the opposite side of the switch shown 
by the dashed line. Instead, the waveforms do not meet and there is a voltage 
difference across the switch at the moment of tum-on. The introduction of the 
inductor resistance changes the characteristics of the ZVS circuit and additional 
adjustments must be made to make the circuit function properly.
From figure 4.11, it can be seen that the voltage will go to high and not 
smoothly meet the output voltage. Since the reactance of the ZVS circuit is a 
function of equation (4-2), the oscillating voltage can be reduced by lowering the 
value of the inductance, Lres- This will also require a change in the value of the
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capacitance, Cres, to insure the voltage waveform reaches its peak at the time 
the switch will turn on. An iterative method was used to determine the proper 
values of Ues and Ores for the circuit. Lowering the inductance brought the peak of 
the voltage down to the level of the voltage out during the time when the switch 
was on and the capacitance was adjusted to set the period of the oscillation 
correctly. The final values obtained were 2.49 uF for the capacitor and 4.89 uH 
for the inductor.
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Figure 4.12: Output of Resistojet ZVS Topology DC-DC Boost Circuit with
Lres=4.89 uH and Cres=2.49 uF
As stated earlier, the purpose of the ZVS circuit is to reduce losses in the 
MOSFET switch by reducing stresses at turn on. In the PSPICE simulation used 
to evaluate the circuit, an ideal switch is used in place of the semiconductor.
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therefore the power savings cannot be determined. The other aspect of the 
evaluation was electromagnetic Interference. By analyzing the circuit with a fast 
fourler transform (FFT), the frequencies generated by the ZVS topology that 
might Interfere with other nearby circuits can be evaluated. Figure 4.13 Shows a 
FFT of the ZVS circuit.
l.OV-
_ j
lOOKHZ 200KHZ 300KHZ 400KHZ S00KH2
Frequency
Figure 4.13: FFT of the Voltage Oscillations Present In the ZVS Circuit
from Figure 4.12.
4.9 Results of Soft Switching Resistoiet Circuits 
In the effort to obtain higher efficiency, the circuits have developed 
undesirable characteristics that may be Incompatible with the myriad of other 
electronics systems onboard a satellite. While the savings In size and power may 
be realized, additional shielding may be required that will negate any Initial 
weight reduction.
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis focused on the development of a DC-DC converter for use in a 
satellite resistojet thruster. The primary evaluation criteria for the design were 
conversion power efficiency and electromagnetic compatibility. It is recognized 
that on board a satellite, energy must be used wisely as possible and any 
electromagnetic Interference can Impair the functions of essential equipment.
This chapter evaluates each stage of the circuit development against the design 
criteria and compares the circuits to each other.
5.1 Efficiency of the Circuits
The losses In a DC-DC converter occurs In the resistive and semiconductor 
components of the circuit. The primary resistive losses come from the resistance 
Inherent In the Inductor while the semiconductor losses are a result of the 
changing voltages and currents In the rectifier diode and circuit switch.
The theoretical efficiency presented In section 3.8 Is based on the resistance 
ratio of the load resistance to the Inductor resistance and the duty cycle. The 
higher the duty cycle, the less efficient the circuit. This Is because a greater 
portion of the time Is spent sending current through the Inductor for charging and
52
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not for delivering power to the load. While the resistive losses increase with 
higher duty cycles, the semiconductor losses increase with higher switching 
frequencies. This frequency dependent loss of efficiency is due to the 
semiconductor switching losses described in section 4.2. One of the limitations of 
the circuit simulation used in this thesis is that the voltage controlled switch 
replaces what would be an actual semiconductor switch. There would be 
additional losses due to a semiconductor switch that cannot be accounted for in 
the simulation presented. The circuit simulated in section 3.7 used an ideal diode 
and the efficiency was determined to be 63.4% which is very close to the 
theoretical efficiency of 64%. When the ideal diode is replaced with a non-ideal 
diode modeled after an actual part, the efficiency for the circuit in figure 3.11 
drops to 59.4%. Using PSPICE simulations to determine the power in and power 
out, the efficiency of seven other circuits were evaluated. A graph showing the 
relation of efficiency to frequency is presented in figure 5.1.
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0 . 4 5
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F r e q u e n c y  (Hz)
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Figure 5.1: Relationship of Frequency to Efficiency in a Basic DC-DC 
Converter Circuit when Accounting for a Non-Ideal Diode.
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The simulations use of a switch instead of an actual semiconductor is a 
limitation that makes it difficult to evaluate efficiency in the resonant DC-DC 
circuits with the ZCS or ZVS topology. Although these circuits are designed to 
reduce the semiconductor losses from such high frequency switching effects, a 
more capable simulation or actual circuit is required for a thorough analysis.
5.2 Final Considerations on Efficiencv
Unlike its radio transmitter or guidance control, the satellite on-board thruster 
is an intermittently operating system. Because of this, a lower efficiency may be 
acceptable since the power losses will not greatly affect the overall power budget 
and short periods of heat generation my be more easily handled. A requirement 
for high efficiency needs to be carefully considered since the increased cost, 
complexity, and potentially lower reliability, may not be worth the small overall 
power savings.
5.3 Electromagnetic Interference fEMh
The EMI effects of the DC-DC converter are critically important. While a lower 
efficiency may be acceptable for the occasionally used thruster system, 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) at any time will produce undesirable results. 
Interference with radio communications or guidance systems will affect the 
satellite's performance and possibly render it into an unusable state.
Radio frequency interference is created by variations o f voltages either within 
the converter circuit or from the effects o f the circuit on its attached wiring. The
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switching action of the converter creates high frequency emissions while the 
ripple in the feed and distribution voltages create additional emissions. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the source of the frequencies. Electrical equipment must be shielded 
from these emissions and the greater the amplitude and larger range of 
frequencies require increased shielding.
Main Power Bus
Resistojet 
Heater Coil
DC-DC Converter Nozzle
28 VDC Variations
96 VDC Variations
Switching Effects
Figure 5.2; Sources of Electromagnetic Interference Emissions
During the development of the initial circuits, it was discovered that for a 
specified voltage ripple, an increase in switching frequency allowed for the use of 
smaller components. This is advantage where volume and weight restrictions are 
critical. However, the nature of the electrical shielding will change based on the 
higher frequencies emitted. This shielding may negate the weight savings of the 
smaller components.
A decrease in the ripple voltage has a corresponding decrease in the 
amplitude of the frequencies produced. The emissions not only exist at the
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fundamental switching frequency but also at each harmonic. Any reduction to the 
fundamental frequency likewise reduces the harmonic amplitudes. Table 5.1 
compares the values of the ripple voltage and the corresponding frequency 
amplitudes produced.
Frequency 50 Hz 100 Hz 150 Hz 200 Hz 250 Hz 300 Hz
+/-1.0 VDC ripple 0.72 V 0.3 V 0.15 V 0.07 V 0.017 V 0.009 V
+/- 0.1 VDC ripple 0.067 V 0.031 V 0.019 V 0.011 V 0.006 V 0.003 V
Table 5.1: Peak Frequency Voltages Produced in the DC-DC 
Converter Output related to Ripple Voltage
The radio frequency emissions produced in the DC-DC converter circuit itself 
are very complex since they involve numerous harmonics produced with sharp 
voltage transitions. With the basic converter presented in chapter 3, the voltages 
across the switch are a square wave. The FFT of this voltage that is presented in 
Figure 5.3 shows the large amplitude of 33 volts created at the fundamental 
frequency with lower amplitudes at the higher harmonics. When looking at the 
voltages produced inside the ZCS or ZVC circuit, it can be seen that a 
fundamental frequency exists at a large amplitude. The ZVS circuit attempts to 
minimize the sharp, square-like transitions of the basic converter c ircu it. 
However, in doing so it creates a higher amplitude and more frequencies of 
electromagnetic emissions such as those shown in figure 4.13.
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Figure 5.3; FFT of the Voltage Oscillations Present in the Switching 
Portion of the Basic Converter Circuit
5.4 Conclusions
The DC-DC Converter circuits presented in this thesis are primarily evaluated 
based on their efficiency and electromagnetic emissions that could lead to 
interference with other circuits. Other factors for consideration are the component 
sizes and reliability. The evaluations are limited based on the fidelity of the circuit 
simulation model in terms of losses within several of the semiconductor 
components. Regardless, several conclusions can be reached.
The basic DC-DC converter circuit operating at a lower switching frequency 
will operate with a higher efficiency than the same basic circuit operating at lower 
switching frequency but this will require larger components for the same 
specification of output ripple voltages and input ripple currents. The higher 
switching frequencies will also place higher stress the components in the circuit, 
possible reducing their service life.
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The DC-DC converter circuit with the ZVS topology circuit increases overall 
efficiency and decreases component stress, however there is a large increase in 
electromagnetic emissions. These emissions would require increased shielding 
that may negate any weight savings and efficiency of the circuit.
The proper circuit to use for a particular satellite would depend on the 
satellite’s mission. One example would be a large satellite with an expected long 
lifespan. This unit would likely require the ZVS type circuit for the increased 
reliability in components, minimizing of effect of additional shielding due the small 
relative increase in percentage of weight and long term power savings with 
improved efficiency. A small satellite with a planned short lifespan might better 
be suited to a simple converter circuit that will not be used for many orbital 
corrections and where the reduced efficiency would not affect the overall power 
budget.
The satellite designer will consider several options when determining the 
proper circuit topology for use the DC-DC converter and the tradeoffs that come 
with each.
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